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A MULTIPLE-ACCESS SATELLITE RELAY SYSTEM FOR LOW DATA RATE USEVS

by P.J. Heffernan, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center,
Creel,bclt,Md. and C.E. Gilchriest, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Cal.

SUMMARY	 Site ground stations with RF equipped ships
and airplanes.

Recent Studies in the area of Tracking Data
Relay Satellite (TDRS) system design have indi-
cated that a number of basic TDRS support serv-
ices can be implemented most effectively in
terms of fixed-gain to fixed-gain RF links at
%r11F or lo. UHF frequencies. The candidate sup-
port services are all characterized by low data
rates and include emergency voice, command and
telemetry, and range and range-rate tracking.
They do not include high data rate transmissions
such as television or earth resources type data,
which would be implemented more efficiently in
fixed-aperture to fixed-aperture links at S-band
or higher frequencies.

This paper presents preliminary design co,-
cepts for a typical broad-beam TDRS implementa-
tion using synchronous relays to support multiple
manned and automated low-orbiting spacecraft in
the conventional VHF bands. Spread-spectrum sig-

nalling techniques are employed to pro-
vide common-channel multiple-access and t,) com-
bat multipath and RFI from earth-based scurces.
System performance is presented in parametric
form in terms of system loading and the relative
severity of multipath and RFI signals.

Antenna and transponder requirements for
both synchronous relay and user spacecraft are
discussed along with possible alternative imple-
mentations. Problem areas identified include
compatibility with existing frequency alloca-
tions and usage, antenna design for small un-
stabilized user spacecraft, synchronization,
and relay-to-relay handover procedures.

TN1'RoT)11CTT(1N

Existing space research and applications
satellites require support from an extensive
network of ground tracking and telemetry gath-
ering stations. There are currently over one
hundred such ground stations operated by the
United States alone. Many of these stations,
However, have specialized capabilities which
constrain their use to particular tracking and
telemetry data transmission schemes. Thus the
tracking and telemetry coverage afforded an
earth orbiting spacecraft is obtained by means
of a series of relatively short observations
and despite the large number of ground stations
many tracking and communications gaps exist.
This has led to the requirement for orbit com-
putations based on sequential tracking by multi-
ple ground stations, the "dumping" of on-board
recorded data at opportune times, and in Cie
manned spacecraft case, the augmenting of fixed-

While the possibility of using synchron-
ous Tracking Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) to
supplement and perhaps replace ground based
facilities was pointed out as early as 1963 by
F.O. Vonbun of the Goddard Spa^e Flight Center,
the early state of communicatio(s satellite
technology necessarily precluded a.v immediate
implementation. Subsequentiv, both NASA and
the Air Furce have conducted extensive studies
in the TDRS area l-5 . These studies have shown
that a properly instrumented network of syn-
chronous relay satellites can provide complete
data acquisition and tracking coverage for a
wide range of missions includ;vg manned and

automated space research and applications
vehicles. Potentially, such a system could re-
duce the present number of ground stations and
at the same time provide significantly increas-
ed capabilities in the areas of tracking and
communications.

The emphasis in these early studies has
generally centered on system concepts for
relatively wideband communications links be-
tween TDRS and user spacecraft. It is known
that such links are implemented most readily
between fixed-aperture or pointing antennas at
high frequencies. This has led to studies and
development of large-scale multiple-beam re-
flector and phased-array antenna techniqques for
TDRS applications at S-band and aboveN . These
implied that user spacecraft would be equipped

with suitably directive steerable antennas
for high data rate communications with the pos-
sibility of back-up omni-type antennas for low
data rate functions and/or operations under
emergency conditions. Support services operable
through the low gain back-up antenna would
presumably include voice, command, Housekeeping

telemetry, and two-way range and range-rate
tracking. Each of these requires an RF link
with an available signal power to noise density
ratio (S/N o) of the order of 40 to 50 dB-Hz or
less, and can be implemented with moderate
transmit power largely independent of the spe-
cifics of system frequencies because of the
frequency independent nature of the effective
fixed-aperture ;T^RS) to fixed-gain (user) RF
link (see Figure 1).

More recent TDRS studies 9-11 addressing in
detail the problem of providing fundamental TDRS

support services to multiple simultaneous users
have indicated the desirability of implementing

all essentiall y low data rate TDRS/user RF links
at either VHF or low UHF rather than at the
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Figure 1. Illustration of frequency de-
pendence of signal/noise density and TDRS
antenna beamwidth in links to fixed-gain

user spacecraft.

higher frequencies for high data rate links in-
volving directive user antennas. Thus, while a
given TDRS would have perhaps several direc-
tive steerable antenna beams for wideband ]inks
with spacecraft at S-band or above, basic sup-
port services for multiple users would be pro-
vided using a single broad-beam antenna at low
frequencies. The rationale for using low fre-
quencies is clear from Figure 1. Under the op-
erational constraint that user spacecraft must
be able to use omni-type antennas for vital
support functions such as tracking, command,
and emergency voice, the S/N o achievable in
links with a fixed-aperture TDRS is essentially
independent of frequer.:y, while the required
TDRS antenna beamwidth goes as the inverse of
the frequency.

Thus, st some specified frequency, a given
fixed-aperture TDRS is in principle able to
support all low orbiting users using a single
antenna beam with no penalty in individual
user S/No ratios relative to those which might
be obtained with the same TDRS using the same
transmit power with multiple steered beams at
higher frequencies. The advantages of the single
broad-beam approach are obvious. They include:

-the number of users provided funda-
mental TDRS support caa be indepen-
dent of the number of high gain
steered antenna beams available on
the TDRS;

-the user omni-antenna implementation
problem is generally simplified by
operations at lower frequencies;

RF component design, implementa-
tion, and reliability all tend to
benefit from the choice of lower
rather than higher frequencies.

A number of specific disadvantages may be
identified as fullows:

•multipath propagation effects due to
sea-water reflections tend to be
more severe at lower frequencies12;

-because of its broad-beam antenna,
the TDRS receiver is relatively more
susceptible to RF1 from earth based
sources than it would be at higher
frequencies using multiple narrow
antenna beams;

-since each user spacecraft will be
illuminated by a multiplicity of
signals intended for other users,
there will tend tc be a "self-
noise" limit on communications in-
dependent of system thermal noise
and RFI power levels.

It is the purpose of this paper to present
in introductory illustrative design of a TDRS
system providing low data rate support services
to multiple users using the low frequency broad-
beam approach. Of the class of multiple-access
signalling techniques available for this appli-
cation, spread-spectrum pseudo-noise is selected
because it provides a specific mechanism for re-
jection of RFI and multipath while meeting all
system requirements for communications and
tracking. Because of its availability as an in-
ternational resource, the 136-138 MHz telemetry
band is designated for the user/TDRS RF link.
In keeping with current NASA/ESSA usage, fre-
quencies in the 148-150 ififz band are designat-
ed for the TDRS/user link, while it is recog-
nized that implementation of wideband signal-
ling in these bands is at variance with exist-
ing international radio regulations, the fact
that present regulations make no specific allo-
cations for spacecraft-to-spacecraft communica-
tions in any band sug-ests that the present
designations are entirely reasonable for pur-
poses of exploratory system design.

VHF TDRS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Summary of Postulated Requirements

On the basis of providing basic low data
rate support services to the majority of anti-
cipated NASA launches in the post-1975 time
`_came, preliminary mission studies indicate the
overall TDRS system should be capable of han-
dling between 60 and 75 manned and automated
user spacecraft in orbits ranging from equator-
ial to polar out to 3000 km. Future lunar, plan-
etary, and deep-space missions are excluded be-
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cause there is no particular advantage in TDRS
support of missions which can be tracked for long
times by a relatively few highly sensitive ground
stations such as those of the present DSN and
MSFN. AssLaning a random distribution of user or-
bits and a network of three or four TDRS space-
craft in synchronous orbits, and single TDRS

may be required to support as many as 40 simul-
taneous users.

To the extent possible, the proposed TDRS

support will utilize the existing allocations
for ;round based telemetry, tracking, and com-
mand as shown in Figure 2. All users are assumed
to have omni-type antennas providing a maximum
of 0 dB directivity with arbitrary polarization.

Each TDRS is constrained to service all users
using a single broad-beam antenna, and provision
must be made for TDRS-to-TDRS handover of indi-
vidual users to assure continuity of coverage.

MAXIMUM AVAILABLE RANDWIUTH-2 MHz --- -►

48-6 MH; 148 ".. MHz	 148 98 MHz	 149.52 MHz
30 KHZ -	 ,'	 11

I	 1 I	 Ir	 r
146.0 MHz	 148 S MHz	 149 0 MHz	 149.0 MHz	 150.0 MHz

VHF T ELECOMM AND CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS AND POSTULATED TDRS TRANSMIT BANDFASS

- ---	 - MAXIMUM AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH-2 MHz 	 -

L.	 At 30 KHZ

136 0 MHz	 137.0 MHz	 138.0 MHz

VHF TELEME TR Y CHANNELIZAT I ON AND POS T ULATED TDRS RECEIVE BANDPASS

Figure 2. Present VHF T/C allocations
and postulated TDRS system bandwidths.

The entire TDRS system is to operated out
of a single ground control center located in the
continental United States. This ground control
center will communicate with the several TDRS

spacecraft via widehand links at S- or X-band
or above. Wideband TDRS -to -TDRS links are
available where required in the event that or-
bital spacing does not permit direct RF links
between a given TDRS and the ground control
center.

TDRS Broad-beam Antenna Implementation

The requirement to service users in orbits
out Lo 3000 km means that the TDRS antenna pat-
tern should cover a 25.70 circular sector cen-
tered about the local vertical. An appropriate
criterion for pattern optimization in the pre-
sent case is max:mation of off-axis gain at the
12.85 0 point. Figure 3 shows the beam patterns
of various circular beam antennas and the bound-
ary curve or envelope of maximum obtainable
gain at any off-axis angle. At 12.85 0 , the max-

DEGREES OFF AXIS

Figure 3. Off-axis gain characteristics
of typical circular beam antennas.

imum gain is about 14 dB with a peak on-axis
gain some 3 dB higher. These values are con-
siderably greater than those feasible with
electrically despun VHF antennas of the type
developed and demonstrated in the ATS program,
effectively establishing the requirement that
the TDRS VHF antenna be mounted on a stable
platform. This indicates the need for either
a fully stabilized spacecraft or a spin-stabil-
ized TDRS capable of supporting a large scale
despun platform.

In either case, physical implementation of
the VHF antenna presents a number of problems
because of the relatively large wavelengths in-
volved (k = 7 ft.) A horn antenna would be the
most efficient type at this gain level, but
would probably be inconveniently large. More
attractive alternatives include a single end
fire antenna (disc on rod or cigar type) and
arrays of smaller elements such as helices or
yagis. Examination of Figure 3 indicates that
off-axis gain at the 12.85 0 point is relatively
insensitive to changes in on-axis gain, suggest-
ing that near optimum off-axis gain can be ob-
tained with antennas providing on-axis gain 3 or

-3-
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more dB below the optimum on-axis value of 17 dB.
Trade-offs of this type indicate that when all
factors are taken into consideration (including
antenna noise Lemperature, size, and weight),
the preferred TDRS VHF antenna will be somewhat
more hroad-beam in nature than that required

to service spacecraft out to 3000 km, and will
probably have an on-axis gain of the order of
15 dB.

Because of the requirement to work with
users having arbitrary antenna polarizations,
the TDRS antenna should be able to handle
either screw-sense of circular polarization or
any other circular set of polarizations. Com-
binations of signals from crossed linear ele-
ments appears to be the best choice for this
purpose, and can be readily imp " ,m ented in either
the end fire antenna or the mulLiple-clement
array approach.

Spread- specLrum Signal Design

The signalling techniques presently used to
provide active VHF tracking, telemetry, and com-
mand to NASA's earth orbiting spacecraft do not
appear to be directly applicable in the TDRS
case. With reference to Figure 2, a very few
30 kHz wide slots in the 140-150 Ml1z band are
available to provide up-linl:s to a relatively
large number of spacecraft. Any single ground
site, of course, does not in general command or
track more than one V11F spacecraft at a time
because of the antenna logistics problem. Space-
craft low data rate telemetry and tracking and
down-link tracking signals are transmitted to
the ground in one or more of a total of sixty-
six 30 kllz wide bands stacked side be side in
the 1.36-138 MHz band. As in the up-link case,
individual ground sites are generally constrain-
ed to serving only one spacecraft at a time.

The telemetry, command, and tracking signal
structures now in use are all narrowband and
possess no specific mechanism for discriminat-
ing against RFI and multipath in either the up-
link or the down-link. The active tracking13
signalling scheme used at V11F (Goddard Range
and Range-rate - GRARR) is a coherent-carrier
multiple side-tone system which would be par-
ticularly sensitive to multipath if used in TDRS/
user links.

Existing ground systems do not require true
multiple-access signalling since the presence of
more than one spacecraft in the ground antenna
beam is relatively rare (although mutual space-
craft RFI is observed from time to time in rou-
tine system operations 14 . Systematic multipath
problems arc non-existent in ground based sys-
tems, and RFI can be combatted by brute force
power in the up-link and narrow ground antenna
beams in the down-link.

In contrast, 'he tracking, command, and
telemetry signal structure for the TDRS system

must be capable of supporting multiple simul-
taneous users in the presence of systematic
multipath which may involve reflected specular
signal. strengths eaual to or greater than direct
signal strengths and RFI which may be many dB
greater than either. Because of the great dis-
tances involved, basic spacecraft prime power
limitations, and the use of broad-beam antennas,
brute force cannot be considered a candidate
approach for fighting RFI in either the TDRS/
user or the user/TDRS link. In the multipath
case, since reflected signal strength is pro-
portional to transmitted power level, direct
to multipath signal power ratios are indepen-
dent of transmit level, negating brute force
approaches to combatting multipath. To meet the
three-fold requirement of multiple-access capa-
bility and freedom from RF1 and multipath, it
is necessary to turn to solutions in the area
of RF signal design and system synthesis.

Of the class of multiple-access signalling
techniques which might be considered, the
digital spread-spectrum pseudo-noise (PN) ap-
proach appears most attractive. In the past, PN
systems have been used to provide multiple-ac-
cess and addressing 15 , range and range-rate
trackingg 16 , and to combat multipath fading and
RFI 17,18 . These closely match the requirements
Of the VIIF TDRS system, suggesting that a pro-
perly designed PN signal structure can provide
a solution to many of the problems associated
with implementation of the overall system.

The principles of PN systems are available
in detail in the literature and will not be gone
into in any depth here. The defining parameters
of a given system may be identified as the clock
rate, the code structure and the processing
gain. Tile clock (s(imetimes termed chip) rate
establishes the system RF bandwidth, the code
structure determines the lock-up, addressing,
and rangit,g properties of the system, -ind the
processing gain, in the case of a communications
application, relates information bandwidth to
RF bandwidth and in general defines the anti-
RFI and anti-multipath properties of the PN
system. Selection of a PN sign,.! structure for
the TDRS application thus involves determl-iation
of clock/chip rates, code strut Tres. and pro-
cessing gains which optimize system performance
and operations. These and related PN system
parameters are discussed below.

Choice of PN Parameters

On the basis of assumed spectrum availa-
bility . both the 'TDRS/user and user/TDRS link
must be restricted to a 2 MHz system bandwidth.
As many as 40 simultaneous users must share
these bands, and each user must be uniquely
identifiable in some sense. User identification
could possibly be handled with unique PN codes,
clock frequencies, or carrier frequencies. Given
overall system requirements on code performance,
there may not be enough suitable PN codes avail-

-4-



able. Different clock frequencies might be a
good possibility; however, some interference
could be encountered as the codes slide through
one another. It appears convenient to make all
the PN codes the same, use a single system
clock rate, and provide user identification on
the basis of unique carrier frequencies. Mini-
mum carrier sepa ration in the present case can
be roadily established on the basis of avoiding
overlapping dopplers. Since system doppler
ranges will be on the order of ± 4 kHz and some
allowance should be made for VCO uncertainties,
nominal channel separation is selected as 10
kHz.

Figure 4 shows a frequency plan for the
TDRS/user link. The composite spectrum fills
the 148-150 MHz band. The middle of the band is
taken up by 40 carriers spaced at 10 kHz inter-
vals. The user/TDRS link, not shown, is simil-
iar, having 40 carriers centered about 137 MHz
and spaced at intervals of 10 kHz, modified by
the nominal user transponder "turn-around" ra-
tio of 137/149.

f.gPiE fl Mb -
1

1. KM —JI ►

'E e e e 1111 to 1e ,e N z1 :. T 1e r3:.  N31e.'

Figure 4. Frequency plan for TDRS/user
RF link.

The system clock rate and code length are
design parameters which cannot be chosen arbi-
trarily but are closely tied to other system
parameters.

The clock rate directly affects the band-
width of the transmitted spectrum; therefore
the available bandwidth of 2 MHz limits this
to no more than 500 kHz. It is also related to
the amount of spectrum reserved for the RF
carrier assignments which, as noted above, is
in turn limited by the anticipated dopplers
and frequency drifts. Having assigned 10 kHz
carrier separations, a total of 400 kHz is re-
quired for the 40 carriers (see Figure 4). It
is desirable to make the clock sideband space
outside of this center spectral zone to prevent
accidental system self interference if moment-
ary code correlation is accomplished between
other users' signals. This requires that the
clock rate be larger than 400 kHz. The clock
rate must also be high enough so that the dif-
ferential time delay over ti-e physical surface
area cawing the multipath interference signal
will be large in comparison to the clock peri-
od. The rates indicated have been calculated to

be satisfactorily large.

The code length must be sufficiently long
that the range ambiguity caused by it will be
sufficiently large so as to not cause difficult-
ies in orbit determination. Since orbit deter-
mination can be done to a great extent on the
basis of range-rate (i.e., doppler) alone10,11^
the rang(_ 	associated with code length
can easily be of the order of hundreds of kil-
ometers without causing difficulties. Code
lengths also cause the system synchronization
time to increase in proportion to their length.
With PN system loop bandwidths of the order of
10 Hz and range ambiguities of about 200 km,
this will be a matter of several minutes using
the proposed mechanization.

User Transponder Characteristics

A functional block diagram of the proposed
VHF user transponder in shown in Figure 5. This
transponder is of the type which may be termed
"coherent regenerative", in that it locks up not
only to the carrier component of the input RF
signal but also locks up to and regenerates the
PN code for transmission back to the TDRS. In
the latter respect it differs considerably from
simpler coherent PN transponders of the type
presently in use in the Apollo USB system, which
go through a carrier acquisition procedure but
do not actually detect the code, merely remodu-
lating the received code sidebands on the return
link carrier. Code and clock regeneration in
the user transponder is mandatory in the present
case because of multipath and RFI in the TDRS/
user RF link.

Figure 5. User rranspander flock diagram

Operation of the transponder may be de-
scribed as follows. The input RF signal is a
carrier biphase modulated with a code/clock
combination which may or may not have up-link
da.a superposed. Only a virtual carrier compon-
ent exists, i.e. the modulation is controlled
to be a full t 90 0 . The Licoming signal is
mixed with a locally generated clock/code mod-
ulated signal with a carrier component con-
strained _- priori to be within 1 5 kHz of the

3
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input virtual carrier. Under conditions nF per-
fect synchronization, the filtered signal in the
narrow IF will be a pure sinusoid which when
mixed with the divide-by 2 version of the, carri-

er VCO produces a DC steady state error signal
for the carrier VCO. Initial RF carrier lock-
up can be accomplished whenever there is partial
correlation between the incoming code/clock mod-
ulated signal and the locally generated version.
11iis partial correlation occurs when the system
is in a search mode and the code/clock drifts
into a state where it is anywhere within the
period of perfect synchronization. This produces
a coherent carrier component in the IF to which
the carrier tracking loop can lock oil.

IIIr
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A second tracking loop is required for the
code/clock function. Assuming carrier synchroni-
zation has been accomplished as described,

multiplication of the unfiltered version of
the IF signal by the divide-by 2 version of the
carrier VCO removes the carrier and leaves the
clock. This is mixed with a phase-shifted ver-
sion of the clock VCO to produce an error sig-
nal for the clock VCO, thus completing the PN
transponder.

Up-link data (commands, emergency voice,
etc.) appear as modulation of the carrier in
the transponder IF and can be detected with
conventional techniques. Down-link data can be
superposed on the code/clock modulated carrier
and will be recovered when the signal is pro-
cessed in the ground receiving equipment.

Other user signals, multipath signals, and
RF1 at the input to the transponder will be bea'
with the code/clock function along with the de-
sired input signal. Since this will he a non-
coherent operation for all except the desired
user signal, spectral spreading will result. As
a consequence, the complex of direct 	 and

multipath signals and BFI will be converted to
• broadband process essentially equivalent to
• white noise spectral density within the pass-
band of the transponder IF. For discrete CW
type signals, the band spreading is essentially
equal to the RF bandwidth of the PN system, i.e.
2 MHz. The spectrum spreading of modulated sig-
nals is given by the convolution of the code/
clock spectrum and the input spectrum, and will
generally be greater than 2 MHz. These relation-
ships permit gross parametric analysis of PN
system performance without regard for the spe-
cifics of multipath and RFI signal character-
istics (see Anticipated System Performance be-
low).

Bent Pipe TC '.. Repeater

The preferred approach to implementation
of the TDRS repeater is the so-called "bent
pipe" or two-wa y frequency translation tr.,ns-
ponder. A block diagram of a typical implemen-
tation is shown in Figure 6. All frequency con-
versions are under the control of a single mas-

Figure 6. TDRS Dual Frequency Transla-
tion Repeater concept showing system
frequency relationships.

ter oscillator phase-locked to a signal refer-
enced to the frequency standard of the grout.]
control center. This is necessar y for preser-
vation of carrier coherency, required for range-
rate tracking based on measurement of carrier
doppler. Doppler coherency relationships and
processing al.gorithms for this type of TDRS
repeater working with a coherent regenerative
user transponder have been derived and are
documented elsewhere 10 . Beyond use of a phase-
locked oscillator, the proposed 'f DRS repeater
differs from more conventional communication
satellite repeaters in two particulars, linear-
ity and lniF transmit power Level.

Because of the severe R-r! levels antici-
pated at the input to the TDRS VHF receiver.,
it may not be desirable to implement the repeat-
er as a bandpass limiter of the type generally
discussed in connection with widebend PN multi-
ple-access systems ls . Rather, it appears advan-
tageous to design the repeater to have a large
region of linear operation. Preliminary analysis
has shown that the system power penalty associat-
ed with linear retransmission of the entire 136-
138 MHz RF spectrum as seen by the TDRS need
not be particularly severel0

The fact that the TDRS must maintain two-
way links with up to 40 user spacecraft suggests
that a relatively high power V11F trarsmitter
ma, be required. On the basis of individual
transmit carrier levels in the 1 to 10 watt
range, mean power levels of up to 400 watts
would be required. Since the peak power associat-
ed with a complex of 40 independent RF carriers
is in the kilowatt range, implementation of
the output stage as a class A linear amplifier
seems impractical. Possible alternatives in-
clude use of class B linear or ha , d If-_iing

(here feasible because of controli-i carrier
levels and freedom frcun RFI) or use of a phase-
modulated up-link signal design with the 40
carriers appearing as individual sidebands of

-b-
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of a single RF carrier, with filtering of the
residual carrier and undesired sidebands after 	

100
class C p rnrer amplification in the TDRS.

Anticipated System Performance

The results of a gross parametric analysis
Of system performance are shown in Figures 7 -
10. These curves plot available signal power
to equivalent noise density ratios, SM., vs.
transmit power level P tr for various values of
N equal power user links with relative RFI pow- 	 `s t0
er as a parameter. The available signal power
S is computed as the transmit power P tr less
nominal sys1cm propogation losses (i.e., V11F
spreading loss, transmit and receive antenna
gains, polarization loss allowance, etc.). The
equivalent noise density N o is computed as the
sum of the intrinsic receiver thermal nois^
KT." the code noise due to N-1 equal power 	

IC
competing signals, k s (N-1)S, a multipath noise
density k skmNS produced by N reflected signals,
and RFI noise ksPrfi• The intrinsic system
noise temperature is taken to be 1000 b Kelvin.
This includes receiver noise, antenna noise,
etc. and is considered conservative. The ks
factor represents the 2 MHz minimum spreading
of undesired signals and is taker to be - 63
dB. The km factor is the ratio of total re-	 IUD

fleeted signal power to direct signal power
and is taken to be unity.

Because the transponder turn-around ratio
of 137/149 is essentially Unity, receive and
transmit links are reciprocal for all practi-
cal purposes and the curves thus apply to both
the TDRS/user link and the user/TDRS link, with
the proviso that Ptr is interpreted ae the	 S 10
transmit power per user in the dormer case.

1 /I
^I
't—k,PRF1 0

/

/

	

/	 I

	

i	 I

	

/ /	 I SELF-NO
LIMIT AT
63 48 Ht

0

Am0

The N = i, km = 0, P ii	
0 case is shown

as a reference asymptote In each figure. For
any N, the system has a self-noise limit at

i

[S/NoJmax - 101og,ok s - 10loglo(N-1)

10
- 10 log 10k.mN

For large N and k ,^ = 1, this simplifies to

(S/No 
max

J	 = 10log l ok s - lolog102N
-
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ksPrfi 

as a parameter.
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Figure 10. S IN  vs. Ptr for N - 40,
with ksprfi as a parameter.

which is plotted as a vertiral asymptote.

It is clear that under the pessimistic
assumption that km = 1. S/No ratios well in ex-
cess of 40 dB -Hz .an he obtained with transmit
powers well under 10 watts even in the N = 40
case. This indicates that self-noise will I.ol
be the limiting factor in links called upon
to support only emergency voice, digital data
at less than kilobit sates, and PN range and
range-rate tracking.

RFI nois: densities substantially greater
than :he intrinsic system thermal noise density
can seriously limit communications. The RFI pow-
er level received at a spacecraft depends on
*he location, power level, and antenna charac-
teristics of the source(s), the orbital geomet-
Vy, and the spacecraft antenna characteristics.
Figure 12 plots maximum equivalent RFI noise
densities vs. RFI source transmit power levels
assuming omni-type source antenna charIcteris-
tics for both the synchronous TDRS and users in
orbits from 100 to 10,000 tun. It is clear that
while substantial RFI sources are required to
produce serious equivalent noise densities in
the TDRS receiver, relatively low power RFI
sources can seriotsly degrade the available
S IN , ratios in links to low altitude users.
This suggests that of the two links, the TDRS/
user link will be more likely to be the limiting

one in actual system implementation.

Identification of Problem Areas

RFI. Preliminary surveys of current fre-
quency usages in the VHF bands considered
herein indirate that implementation of the
TDRS system as proposed will be difficult if
not impossible. Existing RFI environments, par-

ticularl y in the case of the 148-150 Mhz link,

7IO^ roe. n.ma "nI
OIIII IT , 	to q.,,,7In`

•t.nat..
t

]no, Ulki

_
In,It00 VILI

O00400

I
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Figure 11. RFI equivalent noise density
in spacecraft receiver with spacecraft
orbital altitude as a parameter.

would produce. equivalent RFL noise densities
of the order of 10 dB greater than the basic
thermal noise, on the average, as a bare mini-
mum; maximum RFI noise could easily exceed
intrinisic thermal noise by as much as 20 to
30 dB. Possible solutions include search for
"cleaner" hands or a re-allocation of the
present bands on a space-exclusive basis.

User Antenna Design. The user antenna ques-
tion has been largely ignored is this '•.,s;c pa-
per. The ideal user antenna, in the case of
unstabilized spacecraft which can take on any
attic ie with respect to the TDRS, is one with
zero directivity in all directions and a single
specified polarization. This can only be ap-
proximated Ly practical antennas such as the
classical turnstile. As a result, omni-type
antennas tend to have deep nulls and polariza-
tions which are a function of orientation. This
can be overcome by the use of brute force Hower
where available, but doe,; present design prob-
lems for spacecraft which will use the Vill' TDRS
system for prime or bac'c-up support.

§.ynclironization. The codes which appear

Optimum for t l iv OF TDkS application involve
lock-up times which appear undesirably long.
Further study is required to firmly establish
the minimum Dossible cone lengths consistent
Witt] System requirements and acquisition pro-
cedures which minimize lock-up times.

TDRS-to-TDRS Handover Procedures. Assuming
s y stem sy nchronization times can be reduced to
the order of seconds, the hane3ver problem is
trivial. However, with code lock-up times of
several minutes, ehere will be i requirelrant
for user handover procedures to assure continui-
1.y of coverage. This is an area requiring fur-
ther study.
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